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(a) t = 1, 760

(b) t = 1, 800

(Armitage 2013)

vortices in the x-y. In fact, we expect that it is precisely
via the KH instability that the CO can break its inherent
axisymmetry and give rise to disordered three-dimensional
flow. Future simulations will confirm this.
Finally, as discussed in Section 2.3 much of this behaviour emerges in simulations of semi-convection, especially the transition from a wave turbulent state to a ‘layered’ state (Rosenblum et al. 2011, Mirouh et al. 2012). In
the semi-convective simulations it is composition that becomes strongly layered, while here we see it is angular momentum. In both cases, the wave turbulence acts in an antidi↵usive way that relies on the competing turbulent fluxes
of heat and composition/angular momentum. In Section 6
we explore this in greater detail.

5.4

(zonal flows and nascent vortices in convective overstability)
(c) t = 1, 840

(d) t = 1, 880

Hydrodynamical
instabilities and vortex
formation

Figure 12. Plots of uz in x z space at four times for a run
showing zonal flows in its saturation state. Simulation parameters
are Ri=0.1, Pe=4⇡ 2 , Re=105 .

opposite structure. (*** check all this shit! Are ✓ and
ux adevected vertically? ***) These fields, however, appear to be dynamically subdominant. (*** once we have
pressure and uy we can estimate the degree to which
we are in geostrophic balance by just comparing amplitudes ***)
At larger Re we find that the system jumps directly into

Parameter survey

In this subsection we vary both R and Re and plot out the
boundaries between the various saturation outcomes in this
(Credit: Quanta Magazine)
two-dimensional parameters space. As mentioned earlier the
demarcation is often somewhat loose, with one state ‘blurring’ into the other, nonetheless it is possible to construct a
relatively convenient plot, which we show in Fig. ??.
In the previous subsection, we set R = 0.1 and moved
horizontally in the figure, starting with the ‘green’ weakly
nonlinear regime, proceeding to the ‘blue’ wave turbulent
state, and ultimately reaching the ‘red’ layered/zonal-flow
state. But as is clear, when the thermal gradient becomes
weaker this sequence of states occurs at higher and higher
Re. Specifically, as R approaches 0.01, the layering state
is delayed
to Re⇠ 107University
, the largest Reof
weCambridge
can resolve in our
DAMTP,
simulations, but also arguably a parameter regime consistent
twith real PP disks (given our definition of Re; see Section
3.2.2). We conclude that sufficiently weak thermal gradients

Henrik Latter!
John Papaloizou!
Rob Teed!
!
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1. Background

Motivation
•
•

Non-ideal MHD, probably quenches
the MRI between 1 -10 AU
Hence no magnetic turbulence
through this region
!

•
•
•
Credit: Phil Armitage

What is driving accretion here?
Is this region completely laminar?
What does this mean for dust
dynamics and planet formation?

!

•
•

Are hydrodynamical instabilities possible here?
If they can get going, what do they do?

Hydro instabilities
Rossby Wave Instability (RWI)

•

(Lovelace+ 1999)

Global shear instability, caused
by radial inhomogeneities
• Occurs at dead-zone boundaries,
gaps, snow lines, etc
• Two-dimensional
•

(Lovelace and Romanova 2014)

Hydro instabilities
•

Rossby Wave Instability (RWI)

•

Subcritical Baroclinic Instability (SBI)
(Klahr+Bodenheimer 2003, Petersen+ 2007, Lesur+Papaloizou 2010)

Local and nonlinear instability
• Requires an adverse radial
entropy gradient and finite thermal
diffusion
• Two dimensional
•

(Credit: Wlad Lyra)
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Local linear instability
• Requires an adverse radial
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• Three dimensional and axisymmetric
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• after
D, state
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The spectral
Unstable
modes appear
as power in the first five large-scale modes in x and z is shown
Point growing
A corresponds
to Kelvin–Helmholtz
instability breaking up the original kz /kz0 = 4 channel mode, as n
inertial
waves
•

B corresponds to the point when power is equally distributed among the non-zero kz modes. The saturated st
with a mixed kx = 1 mode (both clear in the lower “C” panel). The last bifurcation corresponds to the kz = 0
the box.
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buoyant
overstability
in three
the linear overstability raising the amplitude of the initial fluctuations to nonlinear
(Lyra 2014)
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Lyra

•

Rossby Wave Instability (RWI)

•

Subcritical Baroclinic Instability (SBI)

•

Convective Overstability (CO)

•

Figure 4. Nonlinear evolution of the buoyant overstability in three dimensions. With the linear overstability raising the amplitude of the initial fluctuations to nonlinear
levels, the saturated state is expected to be similar to that of the SBI. In the lower left panels we show the averaged vertical vorticity; the lower right panel shows the
vorticity in the three-dimensional flow. Indeed, we see that large-scale self-sustained anticyclonic vortices develop in the saturated state. The upper left panel shows
the radial velocity rms and vertical enstrophy (red and black line, respectively.) The upper right panel shows the level of Reynolds stress, which saturates at α ≈ 10−3 .
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Vertical Shear Instability (VSI)
is shown in the panels of Figure 2. The linear phase matches the
analytical prediction (dashed black line) for all models ran.
Figure 2(a) shows the dependency on resolution. Convergence
is achieved for 64 grid points per scale height. There is also
convergence for the initial amplitude of the perturbation, as seen
in Figure 2(c). The linear phase is identical in the three cases
examined (u0 = 10−4 , 10−6 , and 10−10 ). In this figure we set
t = 0 as the time when saturation is achieved, to better compare
with the nonlinear evolution. In Figure 2(d) we check how the
instability depends on the pressure gradient. Again, the linear
phase is reproduced for the different values of the Brunt–Väisälä
frequency, and the amplitudes at saturation are similar, within
a factor two to three. A difference in seen when we test the
dependency on box size (Figure 2(b)). The amplitude seemed to
saturate at 4H × 4H (red line), since the model with Lx = 6H
(green line) shows a similar amplitude. However, the model with
Lx = 8H (cyan line) shows a bifurcation at ≈150 orbits. Models
with a larger radial range (Lx = 10 and Lx = 12, purple and
magenta lines, respectively) show no convergence, even as the
velocity dispersion increasingly approaches the sound speed.
Interesting features that help us understand the behavior of
the system are seen in this simulation. We plot in Figure 3 the
time evolution of the power in the first five large-scale modes, in
both x (upper middle panel) and z (upper left panel). The upper

left panel shows the rms of the radial velocity. Four special/
representative instants are labeled, and the ux field for these
respective instants are shown in the lower panels.
The first instant, A, corresponds to the first “saturation” seen
at 50 orbits. The power spectrum shows that the clean initial
channel mode (kz /kz0 = 4, kx /kx0 = 0) persisted until this time,
after which it saturates, exciting kx ̸= 0 modes and other kz
modes. Instant B, at 67 orbits, corresponds to the local minimum
in rms velocity. The power spectrum shows that this happens
when the kz /kz0 = 1 mode becomes dominant. Subsequently,
this mode keeps growing, at the same rate as the initial
kz /kz0 = 4 mode. This is because the growth rate is independent
of kz for kx = 0, which at that time has similar power to
the higher kx modes. From time t = 90 (instant C) to 160
orbits the system settles into a steady state, with a dominant
kz /kz0 = 1 mode, and mixed kx /kx0 = 0 and kx /kx0 = 1.
Another bifurcation happens when the kz = 0 mode overtakes
the kz /kz0 = 1 mode. Simultaneously, it prompts kx /kx0 = 1
to dominate over kx = 0. The final state (labeled D) is thus
vertically symmetric, with a box-wide radial wavelength.
This explains why we do not find convergence while increasing the box vertical range from Lz = H to 2H to 4H . In these
boxes, because we kept the seed mode at kz = 2π/H , we initialized the instability with the kz /kz0 = 1, 2, and 4 modes,

(Urpin+Brandenburg 1998, Nelson+ 2013)

Local/global linear instability
• Requires vertical shear induced by
stellar radiation field; fast cooling
• Global modes are growing inertial
waves; short-scale modes are more
like zonal flows
•

6

(Stoll & Kley 2014)
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Lyra

•

Rossby Wave Instability (RWI)

•

Subcritical Baroclinic Instability (SBI)

•

Convective Overstability (CO)
Figure 4. Nonlinear evolution of the buoyant overstability in three dimensions. With the linear overstability raising the amplitude of the initial fluctuations to nonlinear
levels, the saturated state is expected to be similar to that of the SBI. In the lower left panels we show the averaged vertical vorticity; the lower right panel shows the
vorticity in the three-dimensional flow. Indeed, we see that large-scale self-sustained anticyclonic vortices develop in the saturated state. The upper left panel shows
the radial velocity rms and vertical enstrophy (red and black line, respectively.) The upper right panel shows the level of Reynolds stress, which saturates at α ≈ 10−3 .
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

•

Vertical Shear Instability (VSI)

•

Zombie Vortex Instability
(Marcus+ 2013)

is shown in the panels of Figure 2. The linear phase matches the
analytical prediction (dashed black line) for all models ran.
Figure 2(a) shows the dependency on resolution. Convergence
is achieved for 64 grid points per scale height. There is also
convergence for the initial amplitude of the perturbation, as seen
in Figure 2(c). The linear phase is identical in the three cases
examined (u0 = 10−4 , 10−6 , and 10−10 ). In this figure we set
t = 0 as the time when saturation is achieved, to better compare
with the nonlinear evolution. In Figure 2(d) we check how the
instability depends on the pressure gradient. Again, the linear
phase is reproduced for the different values of the Brunt–Väisälä
frequency, and the amplitudes at saturation are similar, within
a factor two to three. A difference in seen when we test the
dependency on box size (Figure 2(b)). The amplitude seemed to
saturate at 4H × 4H (red line), since the model with Lx = 6H
(green line) shows a similar amplitude. However, the model with
Lx = 8H (cyan line) shows a bifurcation at ≈150 orbits. Models
with a larger radial range (Lx = 10 and Lx = 12, purple and
magenta lines, respectively) show no convergence, even as the
velocity dispersion increasingly approaches the sound speed.
Interesting features that help us understand the behavior of
the system are seen in this simulation. We plot in Figure 3 the
time evolution of the power in the first five large-scale modes, in
both x (upper middle panel) and z (upper left panel). The upper

left panel shows the rms of the radial velocity. Four special/
representative instants are labeled, and the ux field for these
respective instants are shown in the lower panels.
The first instant, A, corresponds to the first “saturation” seen
at 50 orbits. The power spectrum shows that the clean initial
channel mode (kz /kz0 = 4, kx /kx0 = 0) persisted until this time,
after which it saturates, exciting kx ̸= 0 modes and other kz
modes. Instant B, at 67 orbits, corresponds to the local minimum
in rms velocity. The power spectrum shows that this happens
when the kz /kz0 = 1 mode becomes dominant. Subsequently,
this mode keeps growing, at the same rate as the initial
kz /kz0 = 4 mode. This is because the growth rate is independent
of kz for kx = 0, which at that time has similar power to
the higher kx modes. From time t = 90 (instant C) to 160
orbits the system settles into a steady state, with a dominant
kz /kz0 = 1 mode, and mixed kx /kx0 = 0 and kx /kx0 = 1.
Another bifurcation happens when the kz = 0 mode overtakes
the kz /kz0 = 1 mode. Simultaneously, it prompts kx /kx0 = 1
to dominate over kx = 0. The final state (labeled D) is thus
vertically symmetric, with a box-wide radial wavelength.
This explains why we do not find convergence while increasing the box vertical range from Lz = H to 2H to 4H . In these
boxes, because we kept the seed mode at kz = 2π/H , we initialized the instability with the kz /kz0 = 1, 2, and 4 modes,
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Local nonlinear instability
• Requires stable vertical stratification
and slow cooling
• Physical mechanism of instability
is unclear
•

(Barranco+ 2018)

Hydro instabilities
The Astrophysical Journal, 789:77 (7pp), 2014 July 1

Lyra

•

Rossby Wave Instability (RWI)

•

Subcritical Baroclinic Instability (SBI)

•

Convective Overstability (CO)
Figure 4. Nonlinear evolution of the buoyant overstability in three dimensions. With the linear overstability raising the amplitude of the initial fluctuations to nonlinear
levels, the saturated state is expected to be similar to that of the SBI. In the lower left panels we show the averaged vertical vorticity; the lower right panel shows the
vorticity in the three-dimensional flow. Indeed, we see that large-scale self-sustained anticyclonic vortices develop in the saturated state. The upper left panel shows
the radial velocity rms and vertical enstrophy (red and black line, respectively.) The upper right panel shows the level of Reynolds stress, which saturates at α ≈ 10−3 .
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

•

Vertical Shear Instability (VSI)

•

Zombie Vortex Instability

•
•

On the whole: growth rates are modest: s < 0.1⌦
Probably not sufficiently vigorous to account for observed accretion

•

However, all produce zonal flows/pressure bumps and/or vortices !

•

Should influence solid accumulation, trapping, etc…

•

Evidence of subsonic turbulence from line broadening

is shown in the panels of Figure 2. The linear phase matches the
analytical prediction (dashed black line) for all models ran.
Figure 2(a) shows the dependency on resolution. Convergence
is achieved for 64 grid points per scale height. There is also
convergence for the initial amplitude of the perturbation, as seen
in Figure 2(c). The linear phase is identical in the three cases
examined (u0 = 10−4 , 10−6 , and 10−10 ). In this figure we set
t = 0 as the time when saturation is achieved, to better compare
with the nonlinear evolution. In Figure 2(d) we check how the
instability depends on the pressure gradient. Again, the linear
phase is reproduced for the different values of the Brunt–Väisälä
frequency, and the amplitudes at saturation are similar, within
a factor two to three. A difference in seen when we test the
dependency on box size (Figure 2(b)). The amplitude seemed to
saturate at 4H × 4H (red line), since the model with Lx = 6H
(green line) shows a similar amplitude. However, the model with
Lx = 8H (cyan line) shows a bifurcation at ≈150 orbits. Models
with a larger radial range (Lx = 10 and Lx = 12, purple and
magenta lines, respectively) show no convergence, even as the
velocity dispersion increasingly approaches the sound speed.
Interesting features that help us understand the behavior of
the system are seen in this simulation. We plot in Figure 3 the
time evolution of the power in the first five large-scale modes, in
both x (upper middle panel) and z (upper left panel). The upper

left panel shows the rms of the radial velocity. Four special/
representative instants are labeled, and the ux field for these
respective instants are shown in the lower panels.
The first instant, A, corresponds to the first “saturation” seen
at 50 orbits. The power spectrum shows that the clean initial
channel mode (kz /kz0 = 4, kx /kx0 = 0) persisted until this time,
after which it saturates, exciting kx ̸= 0 modes and other kz
modes. Instant B, at 67 orbits, corresponds to the local minimum
in rms velocity. The power spectrum shows that this happens
when the kz /kz0 = 1 mode becomes dominant. Subsequently,
this mode keeps growing, at the same rate as the initial
kz /kz0 = 4 mode. This is because the growth rate is independent
of kz for kx = 0, which at that time has similar power to
the higher kx modes. From time t = 90 (instant C) to 160
orbits the system settles into a steady state, with a dominant
kz /kz0 = 1 mode, and mixed kx /kx0 = 0 and kx /kx0 = 1.
Another bifurcation happens when the kz = 0 mode overtakes
the kz /kz0 = 1 mode. Simultaneously, it prompts kx /kx0 = 1
to dominate over kx = 0. The final state (labeled D) is thus
vertically symmetric, with a box-wide radial wavelength.
This explains why we do not find convergence while increasing the box vertical range from Lz = H to 2H to 4H . In these
boxes, because we kept the seed mode at kz = 2π/H , we initialized the instability with the kz /kz0 = 1, 2, and 4 modes,
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(e.g. Flaherty+ 2018)

Those structures would be able to migrate through large
parts of the disk (Paardekooper et al. 2010) and survive
due to their amplification via the SBI-mechanism (Klahr
2044.pdf
& Bodenheimer 2003; Petersen et al. 2007a,b; Lesur &
Papaloizou 2010). If the resulting ↵-values are low to
moderate (↵ = 10 4 10 3 ), as suggested by Raettig
(b) Stability Maps for di↵erent disk masses
et al. (2013) also regions closer to the star become vertically and radially buoyant and therefore susceptible for
=1e-05
=0.0001
COS and VSI.
0.15
Thus, the largest caveat in our work is, that even if
0.10
sufficient ↵ values are measured in simulations of SBI
and VSI (Raettig et al. 2013; Nelson et al. 2012; Stoll
0.05
& Kley 2014) it is currently not known where the ki0.00
netic energy resulting from the release of potential en=0.001
=0.01
0.15
ergy in the accretion disk is deposited. If at least a part
0.10
of this energy is deposited close to the midplane of the
disk, then hydrodynamical turbulence has a good chance
0.05
to operate in large parts of the planet forming regions
0.00
of protoplanetary disks, where non-ideal MHD e↵ects
10 1
100
101
10 1
100
101
R [au]
damp otherwise dominant magnetic e↵ects sufficiently
(Lyra3.&As
Klahr
2011).from
With(Umurhan+
its well
known models
properties
VCI
VSI
COS
SBI
Fig.
derived
1D
evolution
ofofECM2017)
forming
(Raettig
et al. 2013;
Manger & Klahr re16.
Thevortices
mutually
exclusive
cooling-time/opacity
(c) Stability Maps for di↵erent ↵-parameters
2018)
and
zonal
flows,
hydrodynamic
instability
can
be
(Pfeil & Klahr 2018)
quirements of the 3 primary turbulence mechanisms
a major agent in forming planetesimals and thus determeans
that any one part of a pp-dsk DZ has some tur- Figure 10. Stability Maps for the models presented in this
mine the properties of planetary systems (Klahr et al.
work. One parameter is varied per panel, the other two are
bulent
activity.
Time
corresponds
to
200,000
yr
and
2018).
• Not straightforward to work out where
heldthese
constantoccur.
at M⇤ = 1 M , ↵ = 10 3 or Mdisk = 0.1 M .
z/R

Prevalence

Δ indicates radial scale of primary turbulent driving
•

Captive to assumptions, parameters, etc

References:. [1] Turner, N.J. et al. (2014) Protostars
and Planets VI, 411. [2] Richard, S. et al. MNRAS
456, 3571. [3] Fromang, S. & Lesur, G.,(2017)

The black lines represent 1, 2 and 3 pressure scale heights.

2.Convective overstability

Convective overstability: Intro
•

Relies on growing epicycles (inertial waves)
With thermal diffusion or cooling, they
can circumvent the Solberg-Hoiland
criterion
•

Adverse radial entropy gradient not
general in PP disks.
• Localised to dead-zone edges,
snow lines, gaps, etc
•

•
•

Growth rate ⇠ |N 2 /⌦2 |⌦

Fastest growth (at 1 AU) on scales ~ 0.01H

Convective overstability: Sims
•

How does it saturate? Does it form coherent structure?

•

We conduct nonlinear local Boussinesq simulations with SNOOPY
Main parameters: Re and “Richardson” number n2 = |N 2 /⌦2 |

•
•

Axisymmetric, with resolution of 512 by 512.

Simulatio

5

•

Initial exponential growth halted by parametric instability

SATUR

In this sectio
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typical case f
tailing the fu
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Convective overstability: Saturation
•

We found three main nonlinear outcomes:
• Standing wave patterns
• Inertial wave turbulence
Simulations of the convective overstability
• Zonal flow formation

9

For realistic Re at
1AU, zonal flows
occur for:
•

2

2

|N /⌦ | > 0.01

Figure 13. Plot depicting the di↵erent saturation routes open to the system in Re-Ri space.

3.Vertical shear instability

Vertical shear instability: linear theory
•
•
•

At heart, a centrifugal instability
But complicated by vertical stable stratification and thermal diffusion

Gentle vertical shear issues from stellar irradiation, and “thermal wind eq.”
22

@ (R⌦ ) = @R T @z S

A. J. Barker and z
H. N. Latter

@z T @R S

Figure 1. Basic state for the locally isothermal disc with q = −1, p = −1.5 and c0 = 0.05. The left-hand panel shows a contour plot of ! on the (R, z) plane.
The middle panel is a similar contour plot, but this shows the magnitude of the vertical shear ∂z (R!), which has a maximum at |z| ∼ 1 (whereas the scaleheight
at the inner radial boundary is 0.05). The right-hand panel shows the density ρ.

Fastest growth: s ⇠ |q|⌦

•

particularly important issue when trying to connect the linear theory
to global simulations, and in
• interpreting their non-linear outcome.
Our paper is devoted to exploring this aspect of the problem.

where:

q=

Modes elongated:

kx /kz ⇠ 1/q

wind equation’ (the azimuthal component of the vorticity equation
zfor the axisymmetric basic state of the disc):

R @ (ln ⌦) ⇠ H/R

Downloaded from https://academic.oup.c

•

2

Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article-abstract/474/3/3110/466263

Vertical shear instability: linear theory
Instability can take the form of:
• global inertial waves
• solution
small-scale
modes,
similar to zonal flows
Numerical
to equation (10)
for a non-axisymmetric

•

ure 2.
urbance with kx0 /ky = −100, kz0 /ky = 1, and initial condition ū =
• 0.01). Finally, q = −0.1.
01, − 0.01,

The former grow fastest, and perhaps most directly involved in
vortex formation

•

•

Typical dispersion relation at 1 AU
There must be a scale upon which
thermal diffusion or cooling can undo
the stable stratification

Vertical shear instability: saturation
•

Saturation of the VSI set, in the first instance, by parasitic modes
Importantly, these form of vortices

•

One can show, that maximum velocity (at 1 AU) limited by:

•

vmax . (H/R)cs
•

More generally, persistence of vortex production set by
the competition between the VSI and the stellar driving of shear

4. Conclusion

Conclusion
Small-scale hydrodynamical instabilities can be present in PP disks
• Their locations and prevalence in PP disks and at what epochs still need
to be nailed down
•

•

Because of their natural propensity to form zonal flows and vortices
they should be implicated in planet formation

•

The Convective Overstability:
• localised near dead-zone edges, snow lines, etc, where adverse
radial entropy gradients could occur
2
2
• can form vortices if this gradient is sufficiently strong: |N /⌦ | > 0.01

•

The Vertical Shear Instability:
• more general, but cooling must be sufficiently fast
• modes take the form of zonal flows, hence form vortices naturally
• persistent vortex formation dependent on stellar driving

